
Our Business Structure

Saab Australia in brief

6 divisions, 1 mission.

Maritime
Our largest business, Maritime, focuses on the development and 
sustainment of Australia’s combat management system (CMS) 
capability. Maritime’s key projects are the design, installation, 
integration and support of CMS’s across the Royal Australian Navy’s 
surface fleet.

Other capabilities within the Maritime division is mine warfare, tactical 
trainers and surveillance are also capabilities within the Maritime 
division.

Deployable Solutions
A division that is currently focused on health-related offerings. 
Saab’s Queensland facility is dedicated to delivering current 
deployment projects for the Australian Defence Force, such as the 
supply and maintenance of equipment, training defence personnel, 
and housing medical assets ready for rapid deployment. 

The Victorian-based Centre of Excellence also provides access to 
emerging technologies.

Land and Aerospace
Focused on ground-based air defence solutions, live simulation 
products, ground weapons, and integration engineering for products 
such as radars, sensors and effectors on land-based assets.

Civil
Offering security solutions through our Australian-designed 
keystone product, OneView, an integrated software management 
system. Civil also includes Mixed Reality, a holographic data 
visualisation tool, and air traffic management solutions.

Autonomous Solutions
Centred around developing mine countermeasure and military 
survey capability, as well as integrating engineering services for 
autonomous systems.

Submarines
Develops and maintains the Integrated Ship Control Managament 
and Monitoring Systems that is on board the Collins Class 
submarines. This group also provides submarine design and 
engineering for international submarine classes.

800+ 
employees across Australia

$272
million in 2022 sales

39%
workforce growth since 2019

Saab Australia is a defence, security and technology 
provider for customers across the globe.

Our mission is to keep people and society safe. 
We achieve this through our unparalleled solutions, 
driven by our leading research and development in 
collaboration with industry and academia.

We are innovators by nature, and exceed when 
there’s a new challenge - continually diversifying 
our offering based on decades of proven success in 
command and control systems. 
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Saab Australia is dedicated to assisting Australian industry in developing capabilities that will strengthen 
our nation’s defence. Saab believes that Australian industry Capability (AIC) is about more than just 
contracting with Australian firms; it is also about developing a long-term Australian sovereign industrial 
base. 

Saab Australia’s first project, starting in 1988, was based on technology and knowledge transfer for the 
Australian Combat Management System for the Anzac Class frigates. Saab has since supported the 
Commonwealth’s AIC strategy through a variety of programmes in the Land, Air, Cyber, Civil, Maritime 
Surface, and Underwater domains.

Saab Australia has over 800 approved suppliers, with over half of them being Australian.

Our commitment to Australian Industry

Key opportunities

Deployable Health
Commercial/Military off the shelf
Environmental operating conditions
Regulatory and safety accreditation
Ruggedised equipment
Crew portability
Cold chain considerations

Deployable Infrastructure
Manufacture and supply of infrastructure components
Engineering and fabrication for specialist sub-systems
Transportation and packaging solutions
Support and training

Tactical Communications 
Hardware manufacturing
Technical and maintenance support
Field support
Ruggedised, portable computing networking

Very Short Range Air Defence and Counter-UAS
Active and passive sensor systems
Kinetic and non-kinetic effector systems

Tactical Training Systems
Technical and maintenance support
Equipment handling and asset management
Systems installation
Equipment issue and receipt
Field support
Systems troubleshooting
Training 
Repair and testing

Mobile and Static Camouflage Systems
Innovative signature management technologies


